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BOE: ON HOLD FOR NOW  

Low inflation and a stalled Eurozone economy will keep the BoE on hold until mid-2015. The minutes of the Mone-

tary Policy Committee’s early October meeting today were dovish. Although two of the nine members continued to vote for 

a rate hike on the basis that unemployment is still falling rapidly, the majority focused on September’s inflation slide and the 

risks posed by recent drops in Eurozone sentiment as well disappointing German data for August. With the near-term risks 

to growth and inflation on the downside we now expect the BoE to remain on hold until June next year. By then, the gloom 

should have eased, revealing a still strong outlook for growth. Sentiment in the Eurozone should have turned up again and 

the inflation drag from recent falls in commodity prices could begin to ease. 

 

Rate setters do not seem to have materially changed their central case for the economy. The BoE staff continues to 

expect 0.9% qoq growth in the third quarter and 0.8% in Q4, above the average of 0.6% qoq the UK has recorded since 

1955. (As an aside, those expectations are above consensus but it is worth remembering that the BoE forecasts final, post 

revision growth, and growth gets revised up on average. So their forecasts probably mean they are looking for 0.8% qoq in 

Friday’s Q3 GDP print). Labour market slack should continue falling rapidly in that central case. Pay had not surprised. It 

had risen in-line with their forecasts, while the central bank’s regional agents reported that “recruitment difficulties had 

broadened as the economy had strengthened and that there were increasing signs of churn in the labour market that might 

be associated with upward pressure on pay.” That central case is the hawk’s motivation for hiking now: the economy is 

growing strongly which will push up pay growth. 

 

All about the risks. The motivation for waiting is that inflationary pressure is subdued and there are downside risks to the 

outlook. We expect the BoE to stand pat until those clouds on the horizon dissipate. Of course, in normal times cheaper 

food and petrol are a tax cut that would not normally demand delaying rate hikes. But we are not in normal times. With 

interest rates at zero, low inflation would stymie the BoE’s ability to counter the downside risks if they materialised. That 

focus on the risks means the rate outlook could, however, shift as abruptly in the future as it has done over the past few 

weeks. For now we need to watch for downside risks, but that will change quickly if geopolitical tensions ease, which is our 

base case. After all, domestic news remains positive, surveys are still strong and unemployment continues to fall rapidly. 

 

We expect only a mild UK slowdown, although a little sharper than the BoE is banking on. Manufacturing is suffering 

from stalled Eurozone growth, but there are no signs of the wider contagion to the UK that came in 2011/12. Moreover, 

the disastrous August German data were exaggerated by holiday timing. If the downside risks do not materialise and Euro-

zone growth resumes early next year, which is our base case, then the gloom now will give way to a rosier growth outlook 

next year. Indeed, that outlook would then be boosted by cheaper food and energy prices. We look for the BoE to begin 

hiking in June next year, after the uncertainty around the general election has passed. 
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